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1. Abstract

The Smart Collar is a universal pet tracker, designed to be small and exceedingly
comfortable for any pet to wear. GPS technology is used to locate the device, allowing the user
to track their pet, via a smart phone application. This application can be used to program the
device, view maps of their pet’s location and history of travel. Operating primarily on Long
Range Wide Area Network (LoRaWAN) for data transfer, the device consumes very little power,
allowing for several days of run-time per charge of the battery. Boasting no monthly service fees,
The Smart Collar provides pet owner’s an easy and convenient way to never lose their beloved
pet.

2. Problem Statement
2.1.

Need

Pets are a beloved part of our society, especially cats and dogs. Through personal experience,
it is known that losing track of a pet is a major concern, especially when they can roam outdoors.
It has been decided there is a need to be able to find your pet, at any time, from anywhere. Knowing
where to find your pet when they may be lost is a concern for anyone who loves their little furry
friends.
There are multiple pet trackers currently available on the market, but none that are easy to use
from your smartphone while incorporating GPS tracking with low power consumption.

2.2.

Objective

The objective of this project is to design a multifunctional device that can serve as a mobile
tracker and locator. The device will be universally attachable to any pet’s collar or harness and
will communicate to the owner through an application on their smartphone. Knowing that they can
always find their pet/s will provide relief and comfort to any owner. We will also ensure the device
is comfortable and lightweight for the owner’s beloved pets.

2.3.

Background

The theory for this device is to provide a new way to easily track and train a pet. This
device will have a simple way to attach to any pet’s collar or harness, while not causing any more
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discomfort than the usual pet collar or harness. The device must maintain low power consumption
while delivering multiple features to the user. Features which are controlled and monitored by an
application on any average smartphone. The collar involves three major features: a smart leash,
at home geofencing, and real-time pet tracking. The smart leash feature provides the user with
control over their pet’s proximity from them in public, without the need for a physical leash. The
Smart Collar app allows the user to customize proximity within a range of 10 meters. If the pet
ventures beyond the proximity, a preloaded owner audio command will sound on the pet’s collar
and the user will receive a notification via the application. The proximity detection and control
interface will be implemented through Bluetooth and/or BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) technology.
Utilizing the home, and neighbor, Wi-Fi access point the user can set up a geofence surrounding
the yard. Leveraging this existing network infrastructure allows for consistent pet location
verification within the house and yard. When the pet escapes, the collar’s GPS location will be
communicated using a LPWAN (Low Power Wide Area Network), which will be implemented
with an embedded LoRa Transceiver in the dog collar and a single-channel LoRa gateway
stationed at the house.
The most common method for parameterizing pet range in public is the physical leash;
however, hands-free leashes have become increasingly utilized. These hands-free leashes provide
owners a way to keep pets nearby, while maintaining use of both of their hands, as the name
implies. These hands-free leashes are typically powered by batteries, of which some are
rechargeable. Rechargeable batteries have grown exponentially over the past several decades, of
which are always being designed to be smaller, yet more powerful. Ultra-low weight rechargeable
lithium-ion batteries can be charged quite efficiently and can be used to power a variety of devices
and/or machines. [8] These batteries can be implemented into a device and recharged without ever
being removed from said device. [7] On the home front, physical and invisible barriers remain
popular, with increasing options for application based geofencing using Wi-Fi and Bluetooth
capabilities. BLE beacons are a popular low-power option within the IoT (Internet of Things)
realm and the pet tracking market has followed suit. For ranges beyond 100 meters the widely
adopted configuration in asset tracking is a combination of GPS and cellular network capabilities.
With most technologies/designs, there are limitations to what can and cannot be done.
Invisible fences rely on an underground wired network. This limits the range of the invisible fence,
preventing it from being adjusted or moved without significant physical changes. Wireless leashes
or hands-free leashes must rely on power. This power must be supplied for the device to function,
most commonly, by a battery. A battery’s power is finite, which means the battery would need to
be changed or recharged over time. Physical leashes always require one hand to be occupied and
have very limited range. They can also require strength at times if the animal that is leashed is
overpowering. Physical fences are expensive, difficult to install, and require maintenance over
time. These legacy solutions are often constrained by fixed infrastructures and power
requirements, leaving much to be desired in the areas of adaptability and cost efficiency.
The short-range, away from home, needs of our device are most effectively addressed by
leveraging a communication layer already present in all modern smartphones, Bluetooth. The
Bluetooth Special Interest Group (SIG) was formed in 1998 by Ericsson, Intel, Nokia, IBM, and
Toshiba in order to create a standardized short-range wireless communication protocol [2].
Bluetooth transmits data over short range, low-power radio waves at a frequency of 2.402-2.480
gigahertz. Bluetooth communication is highly valued due to its low power consumption, utility,
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and low cost [1]. Many devices such as smartphones, laptops, and portable speakers support
Bluetooth. It is a technology that can be used to implement the wireless leash concept. Bluetooth
modules have previously been used in microcontroller devices which then communicate to an
application on a smartphone. For example, Pahuja and Kumar used an HC-06 Bluetooth module
along with an AT89S52 microcontroller to receive data sent to their robot from an Android
application [3].
Bluetooth Low Energy, or BLE, is the most recent iteration of the Bluetooth
communication protocol. BLE is being developed by SIG as an alternative to other wireless
technologies already available, such as 802.11b (Wi-Fi), ANT+, and Classic Bluetooth to name a
few [4]. Due to its low power consumption and versatility, BLE is being used in many Internet of
Things (IoT) devices to transmit data collected from embedded sensors [4].
As mentioned before, wireless collar must also run on some sort of power supply. As one
can assume, a physical leash does not rely on any sort of power supply. Invisible fences are
powered by underground wiring, which is connected to the locations power supply, typically a
house. These invisible fences that use underground wiring and radio waves transmitting at a
specific frequency to the device worn by the pet. The Smart Collar will operate primarily on a
rechargeable battery with a micro-USB port for charging. Some current collars employ an electric
shock or “stimulation” to negate unwanted behaviors from said pet/animal. The Smart Leash will
use an audio output with a programmable recording, as well as high pitched frequencies to deter
undesirable behavior.
There are several devices and designs that are similar and/or relevant to the smart leash
feature. A tether-less animal leash that uses Bluetooth technology was patented in 2011. [9] This
device is very similar to the ideas of the Smart Leash by how it uses Bluetooth to communicate
from the pet’s collar to a controller. One huge difference between the two though is that device
uses a remote control, while the Smart Collar will be controlled solely by the owner’s phone. This
allows more in-depth controls and capabilities, as well reduces the risk of losing the controller for
the device worn by the pet. Another patented creation is the animal collar including tracking and
locating device. [10] This device includes a camera to transmit over wifi in real time, as well as a
GPS locator. Some major concerns for this device was power consumption and durability over
time. These two patented technologies and ideas can be used to aid in the design and creation of
the Smart Leash, while keeping in mind the problems and issues they faced. [7] Also, many other
inexpensive and power efficient options on the market utilize only Bluetooth and/or BLE
beaconing as a means of localization, limiting pet tracking range to under 100 meters. This
limitation confines these products’ usefulness to scenarios in which the owner and pet are within
near line of sight and provides no functionality for locating lost pets. The alternative is
GPS/Cellular devices which requires a subscription to a network provider, as well as consistent
recharging to address the power-hungry natures of both GPS and Cellular communication. There
are currently no products on the market which provide a multi-domain pet tracking and
parameterization solution that is both inexpensive and power efficient.
The emerging technology LoRa (Low Power Long Ranger) from Semtech will bridge the
gap between long- and short-range pet tracking. [6] LoRa devices have two major components:
the end device and the gateway. In the pet tracking implementation, the end device is the pet collar
with embedded LoRa module. The gateway must be linked to LAN using ethernet, mounted in a
place with decent line of site, and include at least one LoRa transceiver (optional concentrator for
9
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multi-channel). This operates at sub-gigahertz frequency, either 433 MHz or 950 MHz, and
utilizes CSS (Chirp Spread Spectrum) modulation to transfer data at ranges exceeding 14 km. The
LoRa gateway can utilize the open source LoRaWAN network to upload and access LoRa data
packets. The LoRa implementation trades long range with incredible power efficiency (~10 years
battery life) for data rate. The data transmission rates are below 50 kbps and LoRa devices must
adhere to 1% duty cycle.
GPS and cellular networks go hand and hand for a very good reason. [5] A large portion
of this power consumption is due to the TTFF (Time-To-First-Fix) performance. In a standalone
GPS module, the device must receive satellite orbital and position data (Almanac and Ephemeris)
before it can locate and utilize a GPS constellation. This data is transmitted at 50 kbps causing a
TTFF exceeding 12 minutes if the GPS module has been idle for an extended period, or the last
position information was not stored. In a GPS/Cellular combination, the embedded device gets
relevant orbital data from the nearest cell tower. This is referred to as A-GPS (Assisted GPS) and
decrease TTFF to seconds instead of minutes.
The Smart Collar will implement a modified A-GPS in a LoRaWAN by equipping the
gateway with its own GPS module. When the device is within Wi-Fi range (home) the gateway
GPS module can be periodically activated to download current orbital data. Because the embedded
device will be near gateway, the GPS orbital data will be relevant, and it can be preloaded to the
Smart Collar, so it is stored locally in the event the pet escapes. That data will remain relevant if
the time away doesn’t exceed a few hours and the pet doesn’t venture past 60 miles (A range we
couldn’t transmit from anyway). Thus, providing an energy efficient means of garnering GPS data,
which will then be transmitted back to the gateway, uploaded to LoRaWAN server, and accessed
by the user application.

2.4.

Marketing Requirements

1.

The device must communicate wirelessly with the user’s cellular phone via a downloadable
application.

2.

The application must be capable of tracking/locating the device for short ranges and long
ranges.

3.

The device shall be lightweight and easily attachable to most collars/harnesses.

4.

The device must be rechargeable.

5.

The device will be configurable through the application.

6.

The battery will be capable of supporting continuous operation for several days under one
charge.

3. Engineering Analysis
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Circuits
3.1.1. Battery Recharging Circuit

One of the most important features of the Smart Collar is its recharging capabilities. This
will prevent the user from having to continuously purchase batteries over time for their tracking
device. A rechargeable battery must be implemented into the device. For this battery to be
properly and safely recharged, a circuit for said operations must be designed and fabricated. The
primary purpose of the battery recharging circuit will be to convert power from an average
household wall outlet into the proper power (voltage and current) needed for the internal battery
to recharge. This circuit will be designed and created by Justen Bischoff, with assistance from
Jacob Sindelar.

3.1.2. Voltage Regulator
A voltage regulator circuit must be designed and implemented into the device to control
the voltage input from the microcontroller to the battery. This voltage regulator must be uniquely
designed to fit the requirements needed for the battery to safely power the microcontroller and
all the microcontroller’s operations. The regulator will need to be small and compact to fit inside
the device, of which space is critical. Ensuring that this voltage regulator works properly is
important in powering all the functions of the device without overloading any components or
modules. This regulator will be designed and created by Jacob Sindelar and Justen Bischoff.

3.1.3. LED Circuit
LEDs will be used in the Smart Collar to indicate battery levels for the user to physically
see. This will allow for a quicker way for the user to determine when the device needs
recharging. These LEDs will illuminate, accordingly. For them to light up, a circuit must be
created, of which voltage, current and in turn, power, must all be controlled or restricted. This
circuit will have the LEDs directly attached to it and will receive power from either the
microcontroller, battery, or voltage regulator, whichever is most efficient and effective. The
proper design will be configured upon further research and testing. This circuit will be designed
and created by Jacob Sindelar.

3.2.

Electronics

11
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3.2.1. Rechargeable Battery
It’s important that the battery be rechargeable and adequately sized to give the device
enough capacity to run for multiple hours on one charge. The size of the battery must be kept in
consideration to keep the overall size of the device small and comfortable for the animal to wear.
In the table below (table 2.2.1) there are a few batteries that have been compared based on their
dimensions and capacity. The best choice that has been researched so far is a lithium polymer or
lithium ion battery. The size and capacity of these type of batteries should adequately power the
device for multiple hours while keeping the device’s overall size small.

Table 1: Battery comparison table
Part

Mfr.

Battery

Spark Fun

Battery

Tiny
Circuits

Battery

Adafruit

3.2.2.

Part #

Type

Voltage

Capacity

PRT-13813

Li-ion

3.7V

1Ah

ASR00012

Li-ion

3.7V

1Ah

Li-ion

3.7V

2.5Ah

328

Dimensions
50.8mm x 33.5mm x
5.9mm
50.8mm x 33.5mm x
5.9mm
50.8mm x 66.04mm
x 7.62mm

Micro USB Port

To be able to re-charge the device’s battery, a port is needed. After researching Micro
USB seems to be the best choice due to it being very universal. The most common charging
option is to plug the cable into an A/C adapter that puts out 5V, 1.2A to charge the device just
like you would use to charge a cellular phone. That way anyone can use a common to find micro
USB cable and adapter or USB wall outlet. It’s also important that the port be waterproof or at
least splash-proof. This is to ensure the device doesn’t get destroyed if the animal gets lost in
inclement weather or if the device gets wet. Table 2 compares a few different options for the
charging port for the device.
Table 2: Charging Port comparison table
Type
MicroUSB
MicroUSB
MicroUSB

Waterproof
rating

Mfr.

Part #

CUI Inc

UJ2-MIBV-4-SMT-TR-67

IP67

Molex

2049261103

IP67

TE
Connectivity

571-2173157-3

12

Splash Proof

Voltage
30V AC
(RMS)
30V AC
(RMS)
30V AC
(RMS)

Current
1.8A
1.8A
1.8A
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3.2.3. LEDs
Very small, compact and low power LEDs must be chosen for use in the Smart Collar for
reasons already addressed. Ideally, the Smart Collar needs to be as compact of a device as
possible, while maintaining low power usage to maximize battery life. Taking this into mind,
LED options are significantly filtered. Below, in table 3 is a comparison between the three types
of LEDs that this device could be compatible with while meeting all specifications that are
required.

Table 3: LED comparison table
Part
LED
LED
LED

Pwr
Voltage
Current
Dimensions
Rating
Kingbright
APTL3216SYCK01
Yellow
75mW
2V
20mA (3.2x1.1x1.6)mm^3
Kingbright
APTR3216ZGCK
Green 102.5mW
3.3V
20mA (3.2x1.05x1.6)mm^3
Kingbright AAA3528SURKCGKC09
Red
75mW
1.95V,2.1V 20mA (3.5x1.9x2.8)mm^3
Mfr.

Part #

Color

3.2.4. Wireless Charging

The Smart Collar device will also carry wireless charging capabilities. This wireless
charging will be an addition to the device, while still maintaining its ability to be charged by the
conventional wall charger. The battery can be charged at 500mA/h capacity, resulting in twice as
long of a charge time compared to the wall plug in style of charging. The convenience of
charging without a cable compensates for the longer charge time. A wireless charging “pad” or
“dock” is not included with The Smart Collar.

3.3.

Geolocation Methods/Signal Processing

The IoT industry is investing considerable time and effort into asset tracking.
Unfortunately, this endeavor has not yielded a “one size fits all” solution, necessitating a design
centric methodology, which addresses the needs and constraints posed by a specific device’s
operational environment. Three different geolocation schemes are relevant in the Smart Collar:
GPS, WiFi-Positioning, and, LoRaWAN Geolocation. Then a combined scheme is proposed.
Each method comes with trade-offs in accuracy, power consumption, and design feasibility.
Each will be analyzed and evaluated to optimize design and user experience. Note, a guiding
assumption in this discussion is the use of LoRaWAN as a long-range communication protocol.
3.3.1. Global Positioning System (GPS)

13
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Figure 1: GPS data flow
GPS relies on satellite transmission of current time and position data. It provides an
accuracy of 10 meters and is extremely effective in outdoor environments. A GPS module must
locate multiple satellites (at least four) in the sky using orbital data, receive satellite time and
position, then calculate device geolocation based on satellite Time of Transmission (TOT) and
Time of Arrival (TOA). These operations have high power consumptions. Even a low power
GPS module like the Gms-u1LP has power consumption of 24 mA while tracking and 30 mA
during acquisition.

3.3.2. WiFi-Positioning
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Figure 2: WIFI access point communication
WiFi-Positioning leverages the prevalence and density of WiFi access points in urban and
semi-urban environments to acquire device geolocation. A WiFi access point transmits beacon
frames at a regular interval (default interval is 100 ms). Beacon frames contain relevant
information about the access point such as SSIDs and BSSIDs. A device can passively scan the
2.4 GHz frequency, gathering information about multiple access points in the surrounding area.
Large databases containing the geographic location of specific access points can be accessed
using APIs like Combain. Passively scanning WiFi beacons has a low power consumption (less
than 100 uA). Garnering a geolocation within 20 meters of accuracy requires at least 4 access
points. Utilizing WiFi positioning in the Smart Collar would require scanning for WiFi beacon
frames in the area, calculating signal strength, internally storing an array of available access
points, then transmitting this information back to the LoRaWAN gateway, which would then
send the information to a WiFi positioning API that would return an estimated coordinate. The
capacity of these transmissions would be greater than 100 bytes, which would cause major issues
with LoRaWAN. The data rate of LoRaWAN ranges from 0.3 kbps to 27 kbs and a 10% duty
cycle is enforced, meaning the device can only be transmitting 10% of the time. With perfect
data transmission this would not present an issue; however, LoRaWAN does not provide perfect
consistency and a somewhat robust error detection is required. The WiFi access points would
have to be sent multiple times to confirm data accuracy. Tracking a lost pet accurately while
adhering to the LoRaWAN duty cycle would present major difficulties.
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LoRaWAN Geolocation

Figure 3: Multiple gateway accessibility
As of March 2019 LoRaWAN provides the functionality to garner a devices location
based on multiple gateway locations and signal strength. This requires the existence of at least
three gateways and provides limited accuracy (40 meters with 4 gateways present). Utilization
would also require multiple gateways within the surrounding area of the customer.
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3.3.4. Combined WiFi/GPS/LoRaWAN

Figure 4: Radial communication comparison
The Smart Collar design leverages the WIFI beacon frame transmission area as a means
to parametrize the pet’s local area. The Smart Collar scans for the home access point beacon
frame on a regular interval. If the WIFI beacon frame is visible to the Smart Collar, then the pet
must be within the localized area. Passively scanning is extremely low power in nature, as
mentioned before, and all processing can be done internally without the need for data
transmission. Also, the majority of the time a pet will be within this domain. Only when the
home WiFi is not visible will the GPS be activated. The user will be notified his or her pet has
left the localized area and will receive continuous updates on the pet’s location. The Smart Collar
device will also be updated to allow for LoRaWAN geolocation if proper gateway density is
available in a user’s area.

3.4.

Communications

Success in the IoT realm relies on constraint dictated design. Connectivity and
communication protocols are crucial, yet often the most constrained. Whether a device utilizes
17
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GPS or other geolocation methods, the garnered location must have a medium of transmission.
Range, reliability, size, and power consumption must be balanced and evaluated to find the best
communication option for an IoT device. The Smart Collar requires communication that
provides long range, limited size and, low power. With these metrics in mind three
communication protocols will be evaluated: Bluetooth/Zigbee, Cellular, and LoRaWAN. These
protocols will be evaluated through three scopes: capability, marketing, and design.

3.4.1. Bluetooth/Zigbee
Both Bluetooth and Zigbee boost ease of use and low power consumption. For long
range Bluetooth and Zigbee power consumption is around 100 mW. Multiple asset tracking
products utilize these protocols. The major shortfall is range; Bluetooth and Zigbee only
allowing for asset tracking within a maximum of 100 meters. This major shortcoming makes
either communication protocol an unwise choice for the Smart Collar

3.4.2. Cellular
Cellular technology has become a major player within the IoT realm within the past few
years. Technologies include NB-IoT, LTE-M, and CAT-0. NB-IoT provides a low data volume
option that optimizes power. LTE-M is considered to be the next evolution of IoT technology
and provides high data transfer with low power consumption. CAT-0 utilizes 2G networks and
is the only fully available technology. All three technologies provide complete coverage
wherever cellular service exists and they all complement GPS technology well.
From a capability standpoint, a configuration utilizing cellular technology provides an
almost limitless geographic realm of real-time tracking. Products like GoWhistle have utilized
this technology to provide devices both robust with features and optimized for lower power
usage; touting a 20-day battery life. Deploying a similar configuration with the Smart Collar
would allow for pet geolocation at much longer ranges; however, from a marketing standpoint,
battling GoWhistle within that niche of the trade space may prove futile. Gaining a piece of their
market share would require a product of superior capability and features or a product of lower
price. Considering the resources and head start GoWhistle has, both options appear unlikely.
There exist many possible roadblocks in designing IoT devices with NB-IoT or LTE-M.
Both ABI Research and Enterprise IoT Insights blame hardware and connectivity complexities
for lack NB-IoT and LTE-M IoT implementation. Both also predict the dominance of
LoRaWAN and its commercial counterpart SigFox through 2024.
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3.4.3. LoRaWAN
LoRa provides long range transmission with low power burden in the open 915 MHz
frequency (North America). The LoRa Alliance claims 5 km range in urban areas and 14 km
range in rural or suburban areas. Other tests have confirmed these ranges within a 1 to 3 km
deviation. LoRaWAN provides an open source networking protocol which allows for ease of
cloud upload and data access. LoRa/LoRaWAN is best utilized for small data packets sent on an
irregular basis. The LoRaWAN network enforces a 10% duty cycle for users, constraining the
amount of data devices can transmit. A LoRaWAN also requires the use of a gateway connected
to the internet through an ethernet cable.
The gap in the market between cellular and Bluetooth/Zigbee provides an arena where
LoRaWAN can dominate. LoRaWAN provides a low power long range option without the cost
of subscription. In addition, it provides consumers the ability to have multiple pets outfitted with
the Smart Collar all on a single LoRaWAN. With a range of 5 km in urban areas, the
LoRaWAN network can track a pet within an area of over 30 square miles, which is larger than
the city Cuyahoga Falls. The network is capable of this with only one gateway; if one of the
50,000 people in Cuyahoga Falls also had a LoRaWAN gateway, the strength and range of the
network would greatly increase. Also, with more than two gateways the Smart Collar would be
able to forgo battery draining GPS and use the LoRaWAN for geolocation. With this type of
scalability, providing customers with free gateways may be the best way to catalyze growth.

3.5.

Computer Networks
3.5.1. Gateway

LoRa and LoRaWAN are often misconceived as the same thing. LoRa is the
communication protocol which operates on the open 915 MHz frequency (North America) and
utilizes Chirp Spread Spectrum (CSS), while LoRaWAN is an open source Wide Area Local
Area Network (WLAN). The LoRaWAN gateway is the bridge between the two. A LoRaWAN
gateway has the capability of receiving and transmitting on multiple bandwidths to associated
IoT devices. This functionality will allow the Smart Collar to transmit location and device data
and receive crucial downlink commands. The LoRaWAN gateway connects to the internet via
ethernet and data is accessible through the LoRaWAN server.
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3.5.2. Smartphone Application
In order to reach the greatest number of users, the Smart Collar app must be available on
the two most widely used smartphone platforms, Android and iPhone.
Cross-platform development for mobile applications can be time consuming and
complicated. IPhones and Android devices have their own unique operating systems and
architecture and do not support apps written in the same language as each other. With little
shared code, separate apps would need to be created for iOS and Android devices. Making
changes or revisions would then need to be done twice, once for each platform. This makes it
difficult to provide consistent features across both platforms.
Flutter is a user interface toolkit, or SDK, that allows developers to design and build apps for
both iOS and Android from a single codebase. Flutter is developed by Google and is open
source. Flutter programs are written in Dart, a C based programming language created by
Google. Flutter supports plugins for Android Studio, IntelliJ IDEA, and VS Code IDEs. When a
Flutter app is run in Android Studio for example, it is compiled twice, once for Android and once
for iOS. Using Android’s NDK and LLVM respectively, both are ahead-of-time compilations
into a native ARM library [b].
The Google Maps SDK allows a programmer to add Google Maps data into to their own
application. This includes support for the user’s interaction with the map, as well as map display
settings, location markers, and more. This can be realized for cross-platform development with
the use of the Google Maps for Flutter API. Because Google Maps and Flutter are both tools
made by Google, they are compatible and well documented.
The Android Studio IDE provides built in Android device simulation as well as support
for XCode’s iPhone simulation tool.
This section outlines the tools and methods Smart Collar will use for its dedicated smartphone
application. This module will be completed by Gretchen Woodling
3.6.

Embedded Systems
3.6.1. Microcontroller

The Smart Collar microcontroller acts as the conductor between the multiple modules
required for operations. It must be able to receive access point data from the WiFi module and
compare it to stored home access point data, receive coordinate data from the GPS and LoRa
modules, receive and interpret downlink commands from the LoRaWAN gateway, and output
data to the LoRa module for transmission. Timers are crucial to the operation of the Smart
Collar; available access points must be received and checked on a regular interval. The
microcontroller must change the GPS modules activity status depending on the domain of the
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pet. All this functionality must also adhere to the low power and size constraints set forth.
These aspects require a microcontroller with multiple timers of large capacity (16-32 bits),
interrupts, robust programming libraries, and adequate memory storage.

3.6.2. GPS Module
The GPS module will be the most power-hungry component within the Smart Collar;
therefore, it must have the capability to be set to either sleep or active mode depending on the
Smart Collar’s operational environment. The module must also be capable of storing and
retrieving orbital data to allow for warm and hot starts, which are crucial to power saving. The
module must be capable of tracking, acquiring, receiving data from multiple satellites, and
calculating coordinate information. The coordinate information must maintain reliability and be
capable of transmission to the Smart Collar microcontroller. Also, the ability to implement error
detection must be available. The module must maintain consistent geolocation of the asset at a
regular interval between 1 Hz and 10 Hz.

3.6.3. LoRa Module
The LoRa module is crucial to the Smart Collar’s long-range transmission of pet location
data. It must be capable of operating on the open 915 MHz frequency in North America,
compatible with the LoRaWAN gateway, and capable of garnering location data based on
multiple gateway’s location’s and signal characteristics. The LoRa module must be able to send
and receive data using CSS and deliver that information to the Smart Collar microcontroller.
The module must also have the capability to manipulate the spread spectrum factor to allow for
increased data rate at short range and increased transmission distance at long range. The LoRa
antenna must be capable of transmitting and receiving data at a minimum of 2 km.

3.6.4. WIFI Module
The Smart Collar will not require the WiFi module to receive or transmit data. The WiFi
signal will act only as a parametrization of the pet’s yard; however, optimization of the WiFi
module is crucial. Most of the Smart Collar’s life cycle will be spent within the WiFi domain.
The module must be capable of passively scanning available WiFi access point beacon frames on
regular intervals and comparison of garnered beacon frames to stored data. The WiFi antenna
must be capable of receiving on both 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz. During passive scanning the module
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should draw less than 500 uA. Also, the module must have both sleep and active modes to
decrease power consumption.
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4. Engineering Requirements Specification
Table 4: Design requirements specifications pertaining to their relative marketing requirements.
Marketing
Requirements

Engineering
Requirements

Justification

The device will be no
larger than 2"x3.5"x1".

The device needs to be
small enough to
comfortably and properly
fit on an animal’s
collar/harness.

1, 2, 5, 6

The Smart Collar will
transmit data wirelessly.

Wireless data
communication will
provide means to
track/locate the device.

1, 2

The gateway will be
capable of receiving
signals from the device for
a 2km radius, minimum.

Long (and short) range
communication is
important when tracking an
animal.

6

On one charge, the device
will operate for at least 3
days on “idle” mode and/or
at least one day on “active”
mode.

“Idle” mode consumes
significantly less power
and will be the primary
means of operation for the
majority of the time.

4

The Smart Collar will be
rechargeable.

Convenient and easy
recharging reduces the
"downtime" of the device

3
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2

The device will receive
coordinates with an error
of no more than 20m.

This will allow the smart
collar (animal) to be
tracked with little error.

1, 5

The device will transmit
data to a remote server,
accessible by the user.

This allows the user to
track their animal.

1, 2, 5, 6

The Smart Collar will
determine wireless
protocols based on power
and connectivity.

This will reduce the
“active” time, in turn,
significantly reducing
power consumption.

1, 2, 6

1, 2, 5, 6

Coordinate signals
Coordinate location signals consumes a significant
will be received every 15 amount of power, reducing
seconds during active time. the duty cycle will reduce
power consumption.

The user will be able to
interact with the Smart
Collar, via a phone
application.
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5. Engineering Standards Specification

5.1.

Safety
Table 5: Safety

Standard

Use

Pet Friendly

In no way harmful to any animal

User Friendly

Cannot shock or harm the user

5.2.

Communication

Standard

Table 6: Communication
Use

RS232

GPS module interfacing

GNSS

Satellite signal communication

LoRaWAN

Data transfer from device to gateway

WIFI

Device tracking, short range

5.3.

Data Format

Standard

Table 7: Data Format
Use

NMEA

Standardized GPS data format

LoRa

Standard LoRa

802.11

Standard WIFI
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Design Methods

Standard

Table 8: Design Methods
Use

LTspice

Circuit design

Teseo-Suite

GPS module configuration

Flutter

Smartphone application design

Atom-Pymakr

Programming Pycom

Eagle CAD

Schematic layout

Android Studio

Integrated development environment

5.5.

Programming Languages
Table 9: Programming Languages
Standard
Use
C

NMEA data translation

MicroPython

Pycom programming

Dart

Flutter programming for application

5.6.

Connector Standards
Table 10: Connector Standards
Standard
Use
RS232

GPS module to microcontroller interfacing

MicroUSB

Recharging of device
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6. Accepted Technical Design
6.1.

Hardware Design
6.1.1. Level 1

Figure 5: Level 1 hardware diagram depicting general data flow between the Smart Collar and
the user’s smartphone.

Module
Designer

Inputs

Outputs

Functionality

Table 11: FR Smart Collar module
Smart Collar
DT01

User preferences, wireless communication data.

Coordinates data.

To operate as a wireless tracking system, using multiple
wireless communication abilities. The Smart Collar will
be programmable via a smartphone application.
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Table 12: FR smartphone module
Smartphone
DT01

User preferences, Smart Collar data (location, battery
life, current settings).

User preferences and settings.

To operate as the control module for the collar, while
being able to view the location of said tracker via an
application.

6.1.2. Level 2

Figure 6: Level 2 hardware diagram depicting a more in-depth data flow between components.
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Table 13: FR battery
Module
Designer

Inputs

Outputs

Functionality

Module
Designer

Inputs

Outputs

Functionality

Battery
Justen Bischoff and Jacob Sindelar

Power from an average household wall outlet (120V,
60Hz, 15A).

Power to the microcontroller.

To generate power for the entire device.

Table 14: FR Microcontroller
Microcontroller
Gretchen, Sean, Jacob and Justen

Location coordinates, user preferences, battery power.

Requesting coordinates, data transfer.

Computer of the device, processing data and
commanding functionality from the other modules of the
device.
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Table 15: FR server
Server/Cloud
N/A

Inputs

Data transmitted from the gateway and data transmitted
through the smartphone via the application.

Outputs

Data transmitted from the gateway and data transmitted
through the smartphone via the application.

Functionality

Module
Designer

Inputs

Outputs

Functionality

To communicate between the user via the application and
the device via the gateway.

Table 16: FR Smartphone application
Smartphone Application
Gretchen Woodling

User inputs

Data controlling preferences on the Smart Collar as well
as a digital map to track device

To control the device settings and used as a real-time
digital map to track and locate the device.
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6.1.3. Level 3

Figure 7: Level 3 hardware diagram depicting more detailed function between the components.
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Designer

Inputs

Outputs

Functionality

Module
Designer
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Table 17: FR Lithium-Ion battery
Lithium-Ion battery
Justen Bischoff and Jacob Sindelar
Power from the rechargeable circuit:
-5V
-1.2A

Power:
-3.7V
-200mA max
-1 A/hr capacity

To generate power for the entire device with the
capability of being recharged to negate the need for
battery replacement.

Table 18: FR Gateway
Gateway
N/A

Inputs

Data transmitted through the LoRaWAN module and
data transmitted through the server.

Outputs

Data transmitted through the LoRaWAN module and
data transmitted through the server.

Functionality

To communicate between the server and the LoRaWAN
module while boosting the transmit distance to a
minimum of 2km.
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Table 19: FR GPS module
GPS Module
Jacob Sindelar

Global coordinates received by satellite (GNSS)
3.3V

Outputs

National Electronics Marine Association (NMEA) data

Functionality

Receive and send data from satellite to microcontroller

Module
Designer

Inputs

Outputs

Functionality

Table 20: FR LoRaWAN
LoRaWAN
Sean Moran

Data regarding location of tracker, current battery status,
and WIFI signal visibility.

All data being sent to the LoRaWAN module will be
transmitted through the module to the gateway.

To control the data transmission from the microcontroller
to the gateway.
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Outputs
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Table 21: FR microcontroller
Microcontroller
Gretchen, Sean, Jacob and Justen

Translated GPS coordinates, Downlink from LoRaWAN,
WIFI signal/s, Input voltage

Requesting GPS coordinates, transferring data through
LoRaWAN

Computer of the device, processing data and
commanding functionality from the other modules of the
device.

Table 22: FR recharge circuit
Rechargeable Battery Circuit
Justen Bischoff

120V, 60Hz, 15A (1.8kW) from a normal wall outlet

Power (1.2A, 5V, 6W)

To convert and control the input power from the wall
outlet into power recharging the battery in the device.
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Inputs

Outputs

Functionality

Module
Designer
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Table 23: FR satellite
Satellite
N/A

N/A

Global positioning coordinates.

To acquire location of GPS module and transmit data to
said module.

Table 24: FR server
Server/Cloud
N/A

Inputs

Data transmitted from the gateway and data transmitted
through the smartphone via the application.

Outputs

Data transmitted from the gateway and data transmitted
through the smartphone via the application.

Functionality

To communicate between the user via the application and
the device via the gateway.
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Outputs
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Table 25: FR smartphone application
Smartphone Application
Gretchen Woodling

User inputs

Data controlling preferences on the Smart Collar as well
as a digital map to track device

To control the device settings and used as a real-time
digital map to track and locate the device.

Table 26: FR voltage regulator
Voltage Regulator
Justen Bischoff

Battery Voltage (3.7V)

3.3V

To raise and lower voltage levels accordingly for safe
and proper operation by the microcontroller and device
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Module
Designer

Inputs

Outputs

Functionality

6.2.

Smart Collar

Table 27: FR WIFI module
WIFI Module
Gretchen Woodling

WIFI signals generated by the WIFI access point.

All visible WIFI beacon frames.

To receive WIFI signals to be used to check if device is
within parameters.

Schematics
6.2.1. Voltage Regulator

Figure 8: Voltage Regulator Circuit
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To provide a stable input voltage for the micro-controller as the battery powering it
discharges a regulator is needed. The battery is rated to put out 3.7V but it can range from 4.2V
(fully charged) to 3.0V (discharged). The micro-controller needs a around a 3.3V input voltage
to operate properly. Using the ADM7154-3.3 as seen in the schematic, the microcontroller will
be able to get a steady 3.3V input as the battery discharges allowing for better power
consumption.

6.2.2. Recharge Circuit

Figure 9: Battery Recharge Circuit
For charging the 3.7V, 1AH Li-ion battery properly the IC LTC4054-4.2 was chosen.
This IC along with the rest of the components in the schematic provide all the vital parts to
charge the battery safely and in a timely matter. The charge output current is rated at 750mA
with a 1.25KΩ programming resistor. The charge output current from calculations gives an hour
and a half to a two-hour charge time with a 1AH battery. The input is rated for up to 5.5V. The
input planned on being used will be 5V, 1.2A via micro USB cable and charging block or 5V,
800mA via wireless charging pad. The LED indicator in the schematic will also let the user
know when the battery is charging and when it is fully charged.
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6.2.3. Device Schematic

Figure 10: Device Schematic Pinout
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Software Design
6.3.1. Level 1

Figure 11: Level 1 software flowchart for Smart Collar

6.3.2. Level 2

Figure 12: Basic software flowchart for the Smart Collar phone application.
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Figure 13: Level 2 software flowchart for Smart Collar device.
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6.3.3. Level 3

Figure 14: Level 3 software flow chart depicting Smart Collar’s data procedures.
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Figure 15
Table 28: Location check block
Module
Designer
Inputs
Outputs
Functionality

Embedded software checking if pet is in the yard
Sean Moran
WIFI Beacon Frames, Stored Home WIFI Access Point SSID
None
The program continually checks if the home’s WIFI access point is visible. If it
is then the pet is still within the yard and the program loops back; if not the
animal may have escaped, and the geolocation must be determined in the
following block.
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Figure 16
Table 29: Enable block
Module
Designer
Inputs
Outputs
Functionality

Enable LoRaWAN Geolocation Block
Sean Moran
Company Database
Gives True or False condition to gateway
The company database checks all available LoRaWAN gateways on the
network. If an area exists with three or more gateways within a small radius
the company server will relay to enable LoRaWAN geolocation logic. The
respective gateways will transmit to smart collars which will enable
their LoRaWAN geolocation bits.
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Figure 17
Table 30: Send block
Module
Designer
Inputs
Outputs
Functionality

6.4.

Embedded Software Geolocation Garner and Send Block
Sean Moran
Internally Stored LoRaWAN geolocation enable bit, Yard coordinate array,
Coordinates from either GPS Module or from LoRaWAN gateway
Coordinates to gateway
Based on the LoRaWAN geolocation enable bit the program executes gathering
and sending of gateway signal information or skips. If it skips
the LoRaWAN geolocation routine, the program activates the GPS module and
receives a coordinate. In both coordinate gathering schemes, the coordinate is
compared to the yard geolocation array. If inside the yard the program returns
to checking for the home WIFI signal in the previous block. If the coordinate is
not in the array it is sent to the gateway.

Software Development and Code
6.4.1. Flutter Code

//Gretchen's Flutter x-platform app
//IMPORTS
//import 'dart:collection';
//import 'dart:ffi';
import 'package:flutter/material.dart';
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import 'package:google_maps_flutter/google_maps_flutter.dart';
import 'dart:async';
import 'dart:convert';
import 'package:http/http.dart' as http;
//import 'package:location/location.dart';
//import 'package:rxdart/rxdart.dart';

// RUN THE APP
void main() => runApp(MyApp());
// APP CLASS
class MyApp extends StatefulWidget
{
MyApp() : super();
final String title = "Smart Collar";
@override
MapPage createState() => MapPage();
}
// MAP VIEWING PAGE- EXTENSION OF MYAPP
class MapPage extends State<MyApp>
{
// EMPTY SET OF COORDINATES
Set<Marker> setOfMarkers = new Set();
type <Set>.

// Set up an empty set of markers. Must be of

Completer<GoogleMapController> _controller = Completer(); // mapController manages camera
functionality (pos, animation, zoom)
static LatLng _center = LatLng(41.082775, -81.518473);
// Set where map shows on map create
LatLng _lastMapPosition = _center;
// To track where user scrolls map, may not need
MapType _currentMapType = MapType.normal;
// Type of map- satellite, normal, terrain, or
hybrid display
//SET UP JSON REQS
final String url = "https://smart_collar.data.thethingsnetwork.org/api/v2/query?last=7d";
//final String url = "http://localhost:8000/DemoCoordinates.json"; // local server set up for testing
final String initialQueryParam = "7d";
// suffix to query the last 7 days worth of data
on server
String repeatingQueryParam = "30s";
// suffix to query the last 30 seconds worth
of data on server
// GETDATA FUNCTION
Future<String> getData(String queryParam) async
{
String token = 'ttn-account-v2.fk6FNRMioLThSF7zfutdubl0I3yUXpQJxCsRueoAl8E';
security key for server access
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String urlNoParam = "https://smart_collar.data.thethingsnetwork.org/api/v2/query?last="; // URL
w/o query suffix
String urlComplete = urlNoParam + queryParam;
// append query suffix to
URL
final res = await http.get(urlComplete, headers:
{
'Content-Type': 'application/json',
'Accept': 'application/json',
'Authorization': 'key $token',
});
print('Token : $token');
print(res);
setState(()
{
try
{
List<dynamic> responseBody = json.decode(res.body); // put incoming json data in list
//setOfMarkers = new Set();
// will need to take this out so set is not cleared
// SEPARATE OUT JSON DATA ATTRIBUTES
responseBody.forEach((item)
{
double latitude = item["latitude"];
double longitude = item["longitude"];
MarkerId markerId = new MarkerId(item["time"]);
//DateTime myDate = DateTime.parse(item["time"]);
String fullString = item["time"].toString();
String dateString = fullString.substring(0,10);
String timeString = fullString.substring(11,19);
// CREATE MAP MARKER
var marker = new Marker(
markerId: markerId,
position: new LatLng(latitude, longitude),
infoWindow: InfoWindow(
//title: markerId.toString(),
title: timeString,
snippet: "<pin description>",
)
);
if(latitude.abs() <= 90 && longitude.abs() <= 180) // check for duplicate markerIds
{
setOfMarkers.add(marker); // add new marker to a set of markers to be plotted (if not
duplicate)
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}
});
}
catch(err)
{
print(err);
}
});

// catch error of no new data on server
// print said error to console

return "Success!";
}
// GETDATA called on widget construction
@override
void initState()
{
super.initState();
this.getData(initialQueryParam);
// Periodic Query Timer
Timer.periodic(Duration(seconds: 5), (timer)
{
//print(DateTime.now());
this.getData(repeatingQueryParam);
});
}
//MAP CREATION
// onMapCreated- method that is called on map creation and takes a MapController as a parameter
Future<void> _onMapCreated(GoogleMapController controller) async
{
setState(()
{
_controller.complete(controller);
});// setState
}// _onMapCreated
_onCameraMove(CameraPosition position)
{
_lastMapPosition = position.target;
}
// BUILD SCREEN
@override
Widget build(BuildContext context)
{
return MaterialApp(
home: Scaffold(
appBar: AppBar(
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title: Text(widget.title),
backgroundColor: Colors.green[700],
),
body: Stack(
children: <Widget>[
GoogleMap(
onMapCreated: _onMapCreated,
initialCameraPosition: CameraPosition(
target: _center,
//target: LatLng(41.0759, 81.5135),
zoom: 15.0,
),
myLocationEnabled: true,
// Add a small blue dot for device location, requires permission
from user.
mapType: _currentMapType,
markers: setOfMarkers,
// plot my set of markers on the map
//onCameraMove: _onCameraMove, // this breaks marker info window, keep off
),
],
),
),
);
}
}

6.4.2. Embedded Code
Module: boot.py
# boot.py -- run on boot-up
import os
import time
import pycom
import machine
import config
from network import WLAN
from machine import UART
uart = UART(0, 115200)
os.dupterm(uart)
machine.main('main.py')
Module: main.py
import pycom
from machine import UART
from network import LoRa
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import socket
import ubinascii
import binascii
import struct
import time
from machine import RTC
import time
import array
from network import WLAN
def start_GPS():
com = UART(1,9600)
my_gps = MicropyGPS()
while True:
if com.any():
my_sentence = com.readline()
for x in my_sentence:
my_gps.update(chr(x))
print('Latitude: ' + my_gps.latitude_string() + ' Longitude: ' + my_gps.longitude_string() + ' Altitude:
' + str(my_gps.altitude))
print('Lat / Lon: ' + str(my_gps.latitude[0] + (my_gps.latitude[1] / 60)) + ', ' +
str(my_gps.longitude[0] + (my_gps.longitude[1] / 60)))

def convert_latlon(latitude, longitude, altitude, hdop):
# latitude = -7.005941
# longitude = -68.1192
lat = int((latitude + 90)*10000)
lon = int((longitude + 180)*10000)
alt = int((altitude) * 10)
lhdop = int((hdop) * 10)
coords = array.array('B', [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0])
coords[0] = lat
coords[1] = (lat >> 8)
coords[2] = (lat >> 16)
coords[3] = lon
coords[4] = (lon >> 8)
coords[5] = (lon >> 16)
coords[6] = alt
coords[7] = (alt >> 8)
coords[8] = lhdop
return coords
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def get_GPS_values():
com = UART(1,pins=(config.TX, config.RX), baudrate=9600)
my_gps = MicropyGPS()
time.sleep(2)
if com.any():
my_sentence = com.readline()
for x in my_sentence:
my_gps.update(chr(x))
gps_values = str(my_gps.latitude[0] + (my_gps.latitude[1] / 60)) + ',' + str(my_gps.longitude[0] +
(my_gps.longitude[1] / 60))
return gps_values
def get_GPS_array():
com = UART(1,pins=(config.TX, config.RX), baudrate=9600)
my_gps = MicropyGPS()
time.sleep(2)
if com.any():
my_sentence = com.readline()
for x in my_sentence:
my_gps.update(chr(x))
gps_array = convert_latlon(my_gps.latitude[0] + (my_gps.latitude[1] / 60), my_gps.longitude[0] +
(my_gps.longitude[1] / 60))
return gps_array
# import config
# import tools
from math import floor, modf
# Import utime or time for fix time handling
try:
# Assume running on MicroPython
import utime
except ImportError:
# Otherwise default to time module for non-embedded implementations
# Should still support millisecond resolution.
import time

class MicropyGPS(object):
"""GPS NMEA Sentence Parser. Creates object that stores all relevant GPS data and statistics.
Parses sentences one character at a time using update(). """
# Max Number of Characters a valid sentence can be (based on GGA sentence)
SENTENCE_LIMIT = 90
__HEMISPHERES = ('N', 'S', 'E', 'W')
__NO_FIX = 1
__FIX_2D = 2
__FIX_3D = 3
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__DIRECTIONS = ('N', 'NNE', 'NE', 'ENE', 'E', 'ESE', 'SE', 'SSE', 'S', 'SSW', 'SW', 'WSW', 'W',
'WNW', 'NW', 'NNW')
__MONTHS = ('January', 'February', 'March', 'April', 'May',
'June', 'July', 'August', 'September', 'October',
'November', 'December')
def __init__(self, local_offset=0, location_formatting='ddm'):
"""
Setup GPS Object Status Flags, Internal Data Registers, etc
local_offset (int): Timzone Difference to UTC
location_formatting (str): Style For Presenting Longitude/Latitude:
Decimal Degree Minute (ddm) - 40° 26.767′ N
Degrees Minutes Seconds (dms) - 40° 26′ 46″ N
Decimal Degrees (dd) - 40.446° N
"""
#####################
# Object Status Flags
self.sentence_active = False
self.active_segment = 0
self.process_crc = False
self.gps_segments = []
self.crc_xor = 0
self.char_count = 0
self.fix_time = 0
#####################
# Sentence Statistics
self.crc_fails = 0
self.clean_sentences = 0
self.parsed_sentences = 0
#####################
# Logging Related
self.log_handle = None
self.log_en = False
#####################
# Data From Sentences
# Time
self.timestamp = [0, 0, 0]
self.date = [0, 0, 0]
self.local_offset = local_offset
# Position/Motion
self._latitude = [0, 0.0, 'N']
self._longitude = [0, 0.0, 'W']
self.coord_format = location_formatting
self.speed = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0]
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self.course = 0.0
self.altitude = 0.0
self.geoid_height = 0.0
# GPS Info
self.satellites_in_view = 0
self.satellites_in_use = 0
self.satellites_used = []
self.last_sv_sentence = 0
self.total_sv_sentences = 0
self.satellite_data = dict()
self.hdop = 0.0
self.pdop = 0.0
self.vdop = 0.0
self.valid = False
self.fix_stat = 0
self.fix_type = 1
########################################
# Coordinates Translation Functions
########################################
@property
def latitude(self):
"""Format Latitude Data Correctly"""
if self.coord_format == 'dd':
decimal_degrees = self._latitude[0] + (self._latitude[1] / 60)
return [decimal_degrees, self._latitude[2]]
elif self.coord_format == 'dms':
minute_parts = modf(self._latitude[1])
seconds = round(minute_parts[0] * 60)
return [self._latitude[0], int(minute_parts[1]), seconds, self._latitude[2]]
else:
return self._latitude
@property
def longitude(self):
"""Format Longitude Data Correctly"""
if self.coord_format == 'dd':
decimal_degrees = self._longitude[0] + (self._longitude[1] / 60)
return [decimal_degrees, self._longitude[2]]
elif self.coord_format == 'dms':
minute_parts = modf(self._longitude[1])
seconds = round(minute_parts[0] * 60)
return [self._longitude[0], int(minute_parts[1]), seconds, self._longitude[2]]
else:
return self._longitude
########################################
# Logging Related Functions
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########################################
def start_logging(self, target_file, mode="append"):
"""
Create GPS data log object
"""
# Set Write Mode Overwrite or Append
mode_code = 'w' if mode == 'new' else 'a'
try:
self.log_handle = open(target_file, mode_code)
except AttributeError:
print("Invalid FileName")
return False
self.log_en = True
return True
def stop_logging(self):
"""
Closes the log file handler and disables further logging
"""
try:
self.log_handle.close()
except AttributeError:
print("Invalid Handle")
return False
self.log_en = False
return True
def write_log(self, log_string):
"""Attempts to write the last valid NMEA sentence character to the active file handler
"""
try:
self.log_handle.write(log_string)
except TypeError:
return False
return True
########################################
# Sentence Parsers
########################################
def gprmc(self):
"""Parse Recommended Minimum Specific GPS/Transit data (RMC)Sentence.
Updates UTC timestamp, latitude, longitude, Course, Speed, Date, and fix status
"""
# UTC Timestamp
try:
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utc_string = self.gps_segments[1]
if utc_string: # Possible timestamp found
hours = (int(utc_string[0:2]) + self.local_offset) % 24
minutes = int(utc_string[2:4])
seconds = float(utc_string[4:])
self.timestamp = (hours, minutes, seconds)
else: # No Time stamp yet
self.timestamp = (0, 0, 0)
except ValueError: # Bad Timestamp value present
return False
# Date stamp
try:
date_string = self.gps_segments[9]
# Date string printer function assumes to be year >=2000,
# date_string() must be supplied with the correct century argument to display correctly
if date_string: # Possible date stamp found
day = int(date_string[0:2])
month = int(date_string[2:4])
year = int(date_string[4:6])
self.date = (day, month, year)
else: # No Date stamp yet
self.date = (0, 0, 0)
except ValueError: # Bad Date stamp value present
return False
# Check Receiver Data Valid Flag
if self.gps_segments[2] == 'A': # Data from Receiver is Valid/Has Fix
# Longitude / Latitude
try:
# Latitude
l_string = self.gps_segments[3]
lat_degs = int(l_string[0:2])
lat_mins = float(l_string[2:])
lat_hemi = self.gps_segments[4]
# Longitude
l_string = self.gps_segments[5]
lon_degs = int(l_string[0:3])
lon_mins = float(l_string[3:])
lon_hemi = self.gps_segments[6]
except ValueError:
return False
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if lat_hemi not in self.__HEMISPHERES:
return False
if lon_hemi not in self.__HEMISPHERES:
return False
# Speed
try:
spd_knt = float(self.gps_segments[7])
except ValueError:
return False
# Course
try:
if self.gps_segments[8]:
course = float(self.gps_segments[8])
else:
course = 0.0
except ValueError:
return False
# TODO - Add Magnetic Variation
# Update Object Data
self._latitude = [lat_degs, lat_mins, lat_hemi]
self._longitude = [lon_degs, lon_mins, lon_hemi]
# Include mph and hm/h
self.speed = [spd_knt, spd_knt * 1.151, spd_knt * 1.852]
self.course = course
self.valid = True
# Update Last Fix Time
self.new_fix_time()
else: # Clear Position Data if Sentence is 'Invalid'
self._latitude = [0, 0.0, 'N']
self._longitude = [0, 0.0, 'W']
self.speed = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0]
self.course = 0.0
self.valid = False
return True
def gpgll(self):
"""Parse Geographic Latitude and Longitude (GLL)Sentence. Updates UTC timestamp, latitude,
longitude, and fix status"""
# UTC Timestamp
try:
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utc_string = self.gps_segments[5]
if utc_string: # Possible timestamp found
hours = (int(utc_string[0:2]) + self.local_offset) % 24
minutes = int(utc_string[2:4])
seconds = float(utc_string[4:])
self.timestamp = (hours, minutes, seconds)
else: # No Time stamp yet
self.timestamp = (0, 0, 0)
except ValueError: # Bad Timestamp value present
return False
# Check Receiver Data Valid Flag
if self.gps_segments[6] == 'A': # Data from Receiver is Valid/Has Fix
# Longitude / Latitude
try:
# Latitude
l_string = self.gps_segments[1]
lat_degs = int(l_string[0:2])
lat_mins = float(l_string[2:])
lat_hemi = self.gps_segments[2]
# Longitude
l_string = self.gps_segments[3]
lon_degs = int(l_string[0:3])
lon_mins = float(l_string[3:])
lon_hemi = self.gps_segments[4]
except ValueError:
return False
if lat_hemi not in self.__HEMISPHERES:
return False
if lon_hemi not in self.__HEMISPHERES:
return False
# Update Object Data
self._latitude = [lat_degs, lat_mins, lat_hemi]
self._longitude = [lon_degs, lon_mins, lon_hemi]
self.valid = True
# Update Last Fix Time
self.new_fix_time()
else: # Clear Position Data if Sentence is 'Invalid'
self._latitude = [0, 0.0, 'N']
self._longitude = [0, 0.0, 'W']
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self.valid = False
return True
def gpvtg(self):
"""Parse Track Made Good and Ground Speed (VTG) Sentence. Updates speed and course"""
try:
course = float(self.gps_segments[1])
spd_knt = float(self.gps_segments[5])
except ValueError:
return False
# Include mph and km/h
self.speed = (spd_knt, spd_knt * 1.151, spd_knt * 1.852)
self.course = course
return True
def gpgga(self):
"""Parse Global Positioning System Fix Data (GGA) Sentence. Updates UTC timestamp, latitude,
longitude,
fix status, satellites in use, Horizontal Dilution of Precision (HDOP), altitude, geoid height and fix
status"""
try:
# UTC Timestamp
utc_string = self.gps_segments[1]
# Skip timestamp if receiver doesn't have on yet
if utc_string:
hours = (int(utc_string[0:2]) + self.local_offset) % 24
minutes = int(utc_string[2:4])
seconds = float(utc_string[4:])
else:
hours = 0
minutes = 0
seconds = 0.0
# Number of Satellites in Use
satellites_in_use = int(self.gps_segments[7])
# Get Fix Status
fix_stat = int(self.gps_segments[6])
except (ValueError, IndexError):
return False
try:
# Horizontal Dilution of Precision
hdop = float(self.gps_segments[8])
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except (ValueError, IndexError):
hdop = 0.0
# Process Location and Speed Data if Fix is GOOD
if fix_stat:
# Longitude / Latitude
try:
# Latitude
l_string = self.gps_segments[2]
lat_degs = int(l_string[0:2])
lat_mins = float(l_string[2:])
lat_hemi = self.gps_segments[3]
# Longitude
l_string = self.gps_segments[4]
lon_degs = int(l_string[0:3])
lon_mins = float(l_string[3:])
lon_hemi = self.gps_segments[5]
except ValueError:
return False
if lat_hemi not in self.__HEMISPHERES:
return False
if lon_hemi not in self.__HEMISPHERES:
return False
# Altitude / Height Above Geoid
try:
altitude = float(self.gps_segments[9])
geoid_height = float(self.gps_segments[11])
except ValueError:
altitude = 0
geoid_height = 0
# Update Object Data
self._latitude = [lat_degs, lat_mins, lat_hemi]
self._longitude = [lon_degs, lon_mins, lon_hemi]
self.altitude = altitude
self.geoid_height = geoid_height
# Update Object Data
self.timestamp = [hours, minutes, seconds]
self.satellites_in_use = satellites_in_use
self.hdop = hdop
self.fix_stat = fix_stat
# If Fix is GOOD, update fix timestamp
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if fix_stat:
self.new_fix_time()
return True
def gpgsa(self):
"""Parse GNSS DOP and Active Satellites (GSA) sentence. Updates GPS fix type, list of satellites
used in
fix calculation, Position Dilution of Precision (PDOP), Horizontal Dilution of Precision (HDOP),
Vertical
Dilution of Precision, and fix status"""
# Fix Type (None,2D or 3D)
try:
fix_type = int(self.gps_segments[2])
except ValueError:
return False
# Read All (up to 12) Available PRN Satellite Numbers
sats_used = []
for sats in range(12):
sat_number_str = self.gps_segments[3 + sats]
if sat_number_str:
try:
sat_number = int(sat_number_str)
sats_used.append(sat_number)
except ValueError:
return False
else:
break
# PDOP,HDOP,VDOP
try:
pdop = float(self.gps_segments[15])
hdop = float(self.gps_segments[16])
vdop = float(self.gps_segments[17])
except ValueError:
return False
# Update Object Data
self.fix_type = fix_type
# If Fix is GOOD, update fix timestamp
if fix_type > self.__NO_FIX:
self.new_fix_time()
self.satellites_used = sats_used
self.hdop = hdop
self.vdop = vdop
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self.pdop = pdop
return True
def gpgsv(self):
"""Parse Satellites in View (GSV) sentence. Updates number of SV Sentences,the number of the last
SV sentence
parsed, and data on each satellite present in the sentence"""
try:
num_sv_sentences = int(self.gps_segments[1])
current_sv_sentence = int(self.gps_segments[2])
sats_in_view = int(self.gps_segments[3])
except ValueError:
return False
# Create a blank dict to store all the satellite data from this sentence in:
# satellite PRN is key, tuple containing telemetry is value
satellite_dict = dict()
# Calculate Number of Satelites to pull data for and thus how many segment positions to read
if num_sv_sentences == current_sv_sentence:
# Last sentence may have 1-4 satellites; 5 - 20 positions
sat_segment_limit = (sats_in_view - ((num_sv_sentences - 1) * 4)) * 5
else:
sat_segment_limit = 20 # Non-last sentences have 4 satellites and thus read up to position 20
# Try to recover data for up to 4 satellites in sentence
for sats in range(4, sat_segment_limit, 4):
# If a PRN is present, grab satellite data
if self.gps_segments[sats]:
try:
sat_id = int(self.gps_segments[sats])
except (ValueError,IndexError):
return False
try: # elevation can be null (no value) when not tracking
elevation = int(self.gps_segments[sats+1])
except (ValueError,IndexError):
elevation = None
try: # azimuth can be null (no value) when not tracking
azimuth = int(self.gps_segments[sats+2])
except (ValueError,IndexError):
azimuth = None
try: # SNR can be null (no value) when not tracking
snr = int(self.gps_segments[sats+3])
except (ValueError,IndexError):
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snr = None
# If no PRN is found, then the sentence has no more satellites to read
else:
break
# Add Satellite Data to Sentence Dict
satellite_dict[sat_id] = (elevation, azimuth, snr)
# Update Object Data
self.total_sv_sentences = num_sv_sentences
self.last_sv_sentence = current_sv_sentence
self.satellites_in_view = sats_in_view
# For a new set of sentences, we either clear out the existing sat data or
# update it as additional SV sentences are parsed
if current_sv_sentence == 1:
self.satellite_data = satellite_dict
else:
self.satellite_data.update(satellite_dict)
return True
##########################################
# Data Stream Handler Functions
##########################################
def new_sentence(self):
"""Adjust Object Flags in Preparation for a New Sentence"""
self.gps_segments = ['']
self.active_segment = 0
self.crc_xor = 0
self.sentence_active = True
self.process_crc = True
self.char_count = 0
def update(self, new_char):
"""Process a new input char and updates GPS object if necessary based on special characters ('$',
',', '*')
Function builds a list of received string that are validate by CRC prior to parsing by the appropriate
sentence function. Returns sentence type on successful parse, None otherwise"""
valid_sentence = False
# Validate new_char is a printable char
ascii_char = ord(new_char)
if 10 <= ascii_char <= 126:
self.char_count += 1
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# Write Character to log file if enabled
if self.log_en:
self.write_log(new_char)
# Check if a new string is starting ($)
if new_char == '$':
self.new_sentence()
return None
elif self.sentence_active:
# Check if sentence is ending (*)
if new_char == '*':
self.process_crc = False
self.active_segment += 1
self.gps_segments.append('')
return None
# Check if a section is ended (,), Create a new substring to feed
# characters to
elif new_char == ',':
self.active_segment += 1
self.gps_segments.append('')
# Store All Other printable character and check CRC when ready
else:
self.gps_segments[self.active_segment] += new_char
# When CRC input is disabled, sentence is nearly complete
if not self.process_crc:
if len(self.gps_segments[self.active_segment]) == 2:
try:
final_crc = int(self.gps_segments[self.active_segment], 16)
if self.crc_xor == final_crc:
valid_sentence = True
else:
self.crc_fails += 1
except ValueError:
pass # CRC Value was deformed and could not have been correct
# Update CRC
if self.process_crc:
self.crc_xor ^= ascii_char
# If a Valid Sentence Was received and it's a supported sentence, then parse it!!
if valid_sentence:
self.clean_sentences += 1 # Increment clean sentences received
self.sentence_active = False # Clear Active Processing Flag
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if self.gps_segments[0] in self.supported_sentences:
# parse the Sentence Based on the message type, return True if parse is clean
if self.supported_sentences[self.gps_segments[0]](self):
# Let host know that the GPS object was updated by returning parsed sentence type
self.parsed_sentences += 1
return self.gps_segments[0]
# Check that the sentence buffer isn't filling up with Garage waiting for the sentence to
complete
if self.char_count > self.SENTENCE_LIMIT:
self.sentence_active = False
# Tell Host no new sentence was parsed
return None
def new_fix_time(self):
"""Updates a high resolution counter with current time when fix is updated. Currently only triggered
from
GGA, GSA and RMC sentences"""
try:
self.fix_time = utime.ticks_ms()
except NameError:
self.fix_time = time.time()
#########################################
# User Helper Functions
# These functions make working with the GPS object data easier
#########################################
def satellite_data_updated(self):
"""
Checks if the all the GSV sentences in a group have been read, making satellite data complete
:return: boolean
"""
if self.total_sv_sentences > 0 and self.total_sv_sentences == self.last_sv_sentence:
return True
else:
return False
def unset_satellite_data_updated(self):
"""
Mark GSV sentences as read indicating the data has been used and future updates are fresh
"""
self.last_sv_sentence = 0
def satellites_visible(self):
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"""
Returns a list of of the satellite PRNs currently visible to the receiver
:return: list
"""
return list(self.satellite_data.keys())
def time_since_fix(self):
"""Returns number of millisecond since the last sentence with a valid fix was parsed. Returns 0 if
no fix has been found"""
# Test if a Fix has been found
if self.fix_time == 0:
return -1
# Try calculating fix time using utime; if not running MicroPython
# time.time() returns a floating point value in secs
try:
current = utime.ticks_diff(utime.ticks_ms(), self.fix_time)
except NameError:
current = (time.time() - self.fix_time) * 1000 # ms
return current
def compass_direction(self):
"""
Determine a cardinal or inter-cardinal direction based on current course.
:return: string
"""
# Calculate the offset for a rotated compass
if self.course >= 348.75:
offset_course = 360 - self.course
else:
offset_course = self.course + 11.25
# Each compass point is separated by 22.5 degrees, divide to find lookup value
dir_index = floor(offset_course / 22.5)
final_dir = self.__DIRECTIONS[dir_index]
return final_dir
def latitude_string(self):
"""
Create a readable string of the current latitude data
:return: string
"""
if self.coord_format == 'dd':
formatted_latitude = self.latitude
lat_string = str(formatted_latitude[0]) + '° ' + str(self._latitude[2])
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elif self.coord_format == 'dms':
formatted_latitude = self.latitude
lat_string = str(formatted_latitude[0]) + '° ' + str(formatted_latitude[1]) + "' " +
str(formatted_latitude[2]) + '" ' + str(formatted_latitude[3])
else:
lat_string = str(self._latitude[0]) + '° ' + str(self._latitude[1]) + "' " + str(self._latitude[2])
return lat_string
def longitude_string(self):
"""
Create a readable string of the current longitude data
:return: string
"""
if self.coord_format == 'dd':
formatted_longitude = self.longitude
lon_string = str(formatted_longitude[0]) + '° ' + str(self._longitude[2])
elif self.coord_format == 'dms':
formatted_longitude = self.longitude
lon_string = str(formatted_longitude[0]) + '° ' + str(formatted_longitude[1]) + "' " +
str(formatted_longitude[2]) + '" ' + str(formatted_longitude[3])
else:
lon_string = str(self._longitude[0]) + '° ' + str(self._longitude[1]) + "' " + str(self._longitude[2])
return lon_string
def speed_string(self, unit='kph'):
"""
Creates a readable string of the current speed data in one of three units
:param unit: string of 'kph','mph, or 'knot'
:return:
"""
if unit == 'mph':
speed_string = str(self.speed[1]) + ' mph'
elif unit == 'knot':
if self.speed[0] == 1:
unit_str = ' knot'
else:
unit_str = ' knots'
speed_string = str(self.speed[0]) + unit_str
else:
speed_string = str(self.speed[2]) + ' km/h'
return speed_string
def date_string(self, formatting='s_mdy', century='20'):
"""
Creates a readable string of the current date.
Can select between long format: Januray 1st, 2014
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or two short formats:
11/01/2014 (MM/DD/YYYY)
01/11/2014 (DD/MM/YYYY)
:param formatting: string 's_mdy', 's_dmy', or 'long'
:param century: int delineating the century the GPS data is from (19 for 19XX, 20 for 20XX)
:return: date_string string with long or short format date
"""
# Long Format Januray 1st, 2014
if formatting == 'long':
# Retrieve Month string from private set
month = self.__MONTHS[self.date[1] - 1]
# Determine Date Suffix
if self.date[0] in (1, 21, 31):
suffix = 'st'
elif self.date[0] in (2, 22):
suffix = 'nd'
elif self.date[0] == (3, 23):
suffix = 'rd'
else:
suffix = 'th'
day = str(self.date[0]) + suffix # Create Day String
year = century + str(self.date[2]) # Create Year String
date_string = month + ' ' + day + ', ' + year # Put it all together
else:
# Add leading zeros to day string if necessary
if self.date[0] < 10:
day = '0' + str(self.date[0])
else:
day = str(self.date[0])
# Add leading zeros to month string if necessary
if self.date[1] < 10:
month = '0' + str(self.date[1])
else:
month = str(self.date[1])
# Add leading zeros to year string if necessary
if self.date[2] < 10:
year = '0' + str(self.date[2])
else:
year = str(self.date[2])
# Build final string based on desired formatting
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if formatting == 's_dmy':
date_string = day + '/' + month + '/' + year
else: # Default date format
date_string = month + '/' + day + '/' + year
return date_string
# All the currently supported NMEA sentences
supported_sentences = {'GPRMC': gprmc, 'GLRMC': gprmc,
'GPGGA': gpgga, 'GLGGA': gpgga,
'GPVTG': gpvtg, 'GLVTG': gpvtg,
'GPGSA': gpgsa, 'GLGSA': gpgsa,
'GPGSV': gpgsv, 'GLGSV': gpgsv,
'GPGLL': gpgll, 'GLGLL': gpgll,
'GNGGA': gpgga, 'GNRMC': gprmc,
'GNVTG': gpvtg, 'GNGLL': gpgll,
'GNGSA': gpgsa,
}
if __name__ == "__main__":
pass

# DEBUG = config.DEBUG
# Initialise LoRa in LORAWAN mode.
# Please pick the region that matches where you are using the device:
# Asia = LoRa.AS923
# Australia = LoRa.AU915
# Europe = LoRa.EU868
# United States = LoRa.US915
lora = LoRa(mode=LoRa.LORAWAN, region=LoRa.US915)
# create an OTAA authentication parameters
app_eui = ubinascii.unhexlify('70B3D57ED002542F')
app_key = ubinascii.unhexlify('2B03CF573794D648EDB0D2D3E356AE4F')
#join a network using OTAA (Over the Air Activation)
lora.join(activation=LoRa.OTAA, auth=(app_eui, app_key), timeout=0)
# wait until the module has joined the network
while not lora.has_joined():
time.sleep(2.5)
print('Not yet joined...')
pycom.rgbled(0x007f00) # green
# create a LoRa socket
s = socket.socket(socket.AF_LORA, socket.SOCK_RAW)
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# set the LoRaWAN data rate
s.setsockopt(socket.SOL_LORA, socket.SO_DR, 3)
#make the socket blocking
#(waits for the data to be sent and for the 2 receive windows to expire)
s.setblocking(True)

#make the socket non-blocking
#(because if there's no data received it will block forever...)
s.setblocking(False)
# get any data received (if any...)
data = s.recv(64)
print(data)
# Check if wifi is available
# If not get GPS coordinates
wlan = WLAN(mode=WLAN.STA)
flag = True
while flag:
nets = wlan.scan()
for net in nets:
if net.ssid == 'SM-N920P1E6':
flag = True
break
else:
flag = False
time.sleep(10)
# speed = config.AUTO
# update = config.UPDATE[2] # seconds between update
# Initialize GPS
com = UART(1, 9600)
my_gps = MicropyGPS()
while True:
if com.any():
my_sentence = com.readline()
for x in my_sentence:
my_gps.update(chr(x))
print('Longitude', my_gps.longitude)
print('Latitude', my_gps.latitude)
print('UTC Timestamp:', my_gps.timestamp)
print('Fix Status:', my_gps.fix_stat)
print('Altitude:', my_gps.altitude)
print('Horizontal Dilution of Precision:', my_gps.hdop)
print('Satellites in Use by Receiver:', my_gps.satellites_in_use)
print('Speed in km/hour:', int(my_gps.speed[2]))
pycom.rgbled(0x7f7f00) # yellow
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if (my_gps.fix_stat > 0 and my_gps.latitude[0] > 0):
gps_array = convert_latlon(my_gps.latitude[0] + (my_gps.latitude[1] / 60), my_gps.longitude[0] +
(my_gps.longitude[1] / 60), my_gps.altitude, my_gps.hdop)
print(gps_array)
s.send(gps_array)
s.settimeout(3.0) # configure a timeout value of 3 seconds
#get any data received (if any...)
pycom.rgbled(0x7f0000) # red
time.sleep(10)

7. Mechanical Sketch

Figure 18: Frontal view of proposed mechanical sketch for Smart Collar.

Figure 19: Back side of proposed mechanical sketch for Smart Collar.
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Figure 20: Side view of proposed mechanical sketch for Smart Collar.

8. Team Information
Team Lead: Sean Moran, CpE
Archivist: Gretchen Woodling, CpE
Hardware Manager: Justen Bischoff, EE
Software Manager: Jacob Sindelar, EE

9. Conclusion and Recommendations

9.1.

Conclusion

The Smart Collar is designed to bring peace of mind to any pet owner, alleviating the fear of
ever losing their pet. This device will keep track of the owner’s pet, notifying the owner if their
pet leaves their allotted boundaries, via a notification through the designed smart phone
application. The dedicated GPS tracker will continue to update the application’s mapping
software until the owner finds their pet. The applications software ensures reading and tracking
the mapped out route of their pet is simple and efficient. Boasting long battery life, no monthly
fees, quick wired charging, and the option of wireless charging, the Smart Collar will appease
any and all fur baby parents.
9.2.

Recommendations
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During testing, it was discovered that the initial battery’s power was not going to be quite
strong enough to facilitate all of the Smart Collar’s functions for long term. DT01 decided to
move towards purchasing a larger, 8000mA/h battery. Before this new battery arrived and was
able to be tested, lab and campus was closed down. It’s believed that this larger battery would’ve
solved the issue of keeping the PYCOM on during the full boot-up.
Several problems arose when trying to use a GPS module that wasn’t “designed” to work
with the PYCOM. After entirely too many hours of testing and adjusting, the lateral move was
made to go with a GPS module that was tried and true to communicate well with the PYCOM.
That GPS module datasheet is added into this report as well as keeping the original GPS
module’s datasheet.
The LoRaWAN gateway experienced some communication issues with the PYCOM through
thick, brick walls. It was determined that when placed directly in front of a window, the issue
could be avoided. It is recommended to keep the gateway near an outside wall of a home or
building when in use.
It is recommended to charge the device every night, when not in use. Although the device
can last a couple days on one charge, it is safer to ensure a full charge before use.
The primary function of communication of this device utilizes a “gateway.” The enabling of
one “gateway” provides approximately a 10km radius of tracking distance. The more “gateways”
being used, the higher increase in radius can be experienced and a more accurate of locating. It is
recommended to use more than one “gateway”, if possible.
Further research and a larger budget may lead to the development of the “hands-free leash”
idea for the device as well. The technology may not be quite ready for it yet, but the concept was
to use Bluetooth to ping the device within a certain set radius. If the radius boundary was
crossed, the owner would be notified and the device would deter the pet in some way to prevent
the pet from continuing. This concept would be utilized for close range (within 50 meters).
Future teams may be able to expand on this, and even bring it to fruition.

9.3.

Individual Contributions

9.3.1. Justen Bischoff
The charging configuration with the IC LTC4054 worked as it should with micro-USB.
The charge time for the 1AH battery was around 2 hours from fully discharged (3.5V) to fully
charged (4.17V roughly). The added green LED and current limiting resistor did exactly as
designed. While the IC was charging the battery from the 5V input the LED would be on. When
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the battery had reached max capacity, the IC would lower the current being delivered to the
battery and the LED would shutoff indicating the charging cycle was complete.
The Regulator configuration that was used did not end up working correctly when the
GPS was added to the circuitry. Originally with only the Pycom, it was being used to regulate the
battery voltage to the Pycom while it was operating. After adding the GPS the voltage would
drop and it was only able to give 1.8V under any load. It is not certain whether the regulator was
overloaded and went bad or if the configuration was simply wrong for the application.

Regulator working

Regulator not working
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Charger
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9.3.2. Sean Moran
I was in charge of developing and testing the embedded software, setting up and test the
LoRaWAN gateway, and assisting Jacob with the GPS integration. The decision to use
LoRaWAN was based on its low power and high range characteristics, so it was important for us
to find an embedded system that was compatible with LoRaWAN. The Pycom Lopy4 provided
ample support for LoRaWAN communication and setting that up proved to be much easier than
expected. I set up the gateway to act as a packet forwarder to TheThingsNetwork and Gretchen
and I set up a server integration to allow the smart phone application to access the data sent by
the Smart Collar.
The next challenge was getting GPS data. We had trouble getting data to transfer from
the original Teseo GPS to the embedded controller so we all decided to change course and utilize
a Neo-6 GPS system. I was able to transfer the GPS coordinates over UART, parse them, and
send them over LoRaWAN. Gretchen was able to get those coordinates from the server and
display them on a map. The last thing I implemented was the WIFI detection scheme which
would keep the GPS in an idle state until the pet had gotten out.
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9.3.3. Jacob Sindelar
The majority of my original efforts went into the research, learning and implementation
of the Teseo LIV3F GPS module. Once the programming and hardwiring was achieved, it was
discovered that DT01 could not ascertain why the module and the PYCOM would not
communicate with each other. A new module was chosen and the Teseo was ditched. From here,
I assisted Mr. Bischoff with the bread boarding, soldering and testing of the voltage regulator,
battery recharge circuit, and the overall hardware of the device to meet the midterm presentation
deadline. During this time, I also began the research and designing of a wireless charging circuit.
Parts were ordered, a few things were tested, but overall, testing and design could not be
completed. Some photos of my progress of the wireless charging circuitry are shown below.
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9.3.4. Gretchen Woodling
Final Technical Design for Smartphone Application

The Flutter SDK was used as originally proposed to create a cross platform mobile app for
iPhone and Android. Developing and testing was done on a Mac in order to support iOS
development. The Android Studio IDE provided built in Android device simulation as well as
support for XCode’s iPhone simulation tool. Both of these simulators were used during
development for testing purposes.
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Also as proposed, the Google Maps SDK was used. This allowed us to add Google Maps data to
our custom mobile application. This SDK supported the user’s interaction with the app as far as
displaying a map, centering on the location of the phone user, and the display of data from the
Smart Collar.

There are four main part of the Flutter code:
1) The framework for the Flutter application is set up. The MyApp class is set up in which
the page called MapPage lives. The rest of the application is contained within MapPage
2) The getData function drives the main functionality of this app. It takes in a string,
queryParam, which is then appended to the following url:
https://smart_collar.data.thethingsnetwork.org/api/v2/query?last=
This URL leads to The Things Network server where our GPS data is stored for 7 days.
The appended queryParam told the server how much data to return. The server query
returns GPS data in JSON format. The getData function parses out location data and
creates a list of map markers to be plotted later, amongst other things.
3) The widget is initialized and getData is called. The Google Map is created and setState is
called. setState is a sub-function of getData that handles the JSON data retrieved from
The Things Network server.
4) The rest of the page UI and scaffold is set up. A map type is defined, and map markers
are plotted.
The code functions as described above, with one exception. The code compiled for Android
worked up until the server query functionality was added. Data was able to be retrieved using the
iOS simulator, but the Android simulator was not able to successfully query the server.
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10. Parts Lists
10.1. Accepted Technical Design Parts List

Table 31: Parts List
Quantity

Ref Des

Description

2
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

R2,R3
R1
R4
C1,C3,C4,C5
C2
D1
V2
GPS1
SAW1
LNA1
Pycom
U1
U2

2kΩ, ¼ W resistor
510 Ω, ¼ W resistor
100 kΩ, ¼ W resistor
1µF capacitor
10µF capacitor
NSCW100 Diode
Lithium-ion rechargeable battery
Teseo-Liv3F GPS module
Taoglas Surface Acoustic Wave filter
Low noise amplifier
Pycom microcontroller
RF linear regulator
Standalone battery charger

10.2. BOM
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11. Project Schedules
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13. Appendices
https://www.st.com/resource/en/datasheet/teseo-liv3f.pdf
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https://www.mouser.com/datasheet/2/398/DXP.01.A-1115845.pdf
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https://www.mouser.com/datasheet/2/256/MAX2686-MAX2688-271345.pdf
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https://www.mouser.com/datasheet/2/872/lopy4Specsheet17-1222130.pdf
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https://cdn.sparkfun.com/assets/5/6/e/1/5/SPE-DTP603450-1000mah-3.7V-En-1.0V.pdf
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https://www.analog.com/media/en/technical-documentation/data-sheets/ADM7154.pdf
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1. iOS App Language▪

iOS apps were originally written in Objective-C, a language based on C and released in
1984 [a].

▪

In 2014, Apple released their own language called Swift. It is now the most commonly
used language for modern iOS apps.

2. Android App Language▪

Android apps are typically written in Java, or a Java alternative such as Kotlin.

3. SDK- Software Development Kit
▪

An SDK is a toolkit that contains platform specific libraries, visual editors, and
debuggers, and more in order to develop apps for specific operating systems or devices.

4. API- Application Programming Interface
▪

An API is a group of functions geared to a specific purpose and is usually a subset of an
SDK. An API is an interface that integrates application software into an existing
platform. It is a layer that sits between two other software layers that help them
communicate. In short, it saves application programmers from having to rewrite low level
code, or code to interpret hardware inputs.

5. IDE- Integrated Development Environment
▪

IDEs are applications that consolidate multiple development tools into one piece of
software. These tools typically include a text editor, code libraries, compilers, and
possibly device simulators. Android Studio is an IDE for Android application
development and has built in support for Android device simulation.
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